
Example table for teacher | Help Robot Robi learn when to experience emotions and how to express them.

* is more discussion needed

1. Robi stands eye to eye with a lion
2. Robi stands eye to eye with a big but harmless spider
3. Robi is smelling a piece of blue cheese
4. Robi is smelling a piece of rotting fish
5. * Robi is taking his gardening exam (a lot of people feel stress and fear but it is not useful)
6. Robi passed his gardening exam
7. Robi is doing the Robot dance with his friends
8. Robi failed his cooking exams
9. Robi is driving while a deer suddenly jumps in front of the car
10. Robi’s friend is being bullied by a kid in the street
11. * Robi’s favourite football team is losing (a lot of people feel sadness and/or anger but it is not useful)
12. * Robi has to give a speech in front of the whole robot school (a lot of people feel stress and fear but it is not useful)
13. Robi is playing with a toy and Maya suddenly snatches it out his hand
14. Robi is not invited by his friends Elisa and Martin to watch WALL-E with them
15. *Robi is trying to clean the house but Nico is constantly standing in the way (a lot of people feel angry but it is not useful)

Situation Which emotion / no emotion What to feel What to show What to say What to do
1 Fear Help!! Move away
2 No emotion - - - Leave it alone
3 No emotion - - - You could eat it
4 Disgust Ew, Yuck Avoid it, spit it out
5 No emotion - - - Concentrate on exam



6 Joy Yay! Keep up the good work
7 Joy Oh yeah, I’m having

a good time!
Keep the good friendships

8 Sadness Oh no, I am feeling a
bit lost

Rethink you studying
approach, look for support

9 Surprise Oh dear! What is
this?!

Quickly brake if you can

10 Anger Hey you! leave my
friend alone and get
out of here!

Take charge of the
situation and stand up for
your friend

11 No emotion - - - There is nothing you can
change about it

12 No emotion - - - It would be good go ahead
with the speech

13 Anger Hey, stop that and
give it back! I was
playing with that!

Take charge of the
situation to get back your
toy (without being
violent).

14 Sadness Guys, I would have
liked to have joined
watching WALL-E
with you. Can I join
with the next
movie?

Discuss with Elisa and
Martin how you feel or
hope that they will invite
you next time. Look for
other friends to do things
with.

15 No emotion - - Hey Nico, could you
please move out of
the way a bit while I
am cleaning?

Ask nicely if Nico can keep
out of the way.


